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(Grand) Opening!

The Hero’s Journey. A grand 

adventure filled with complex, 

diverging aspects that creates 

a beautiful narrative that is 

shown as an incredible 

masterpiece in the film world.

But how do the actors and film crew of the movie know what 

needs to be done in order to perform well in such a 

masterpiece? That is the purpose of SCREENWRITING!

*

*The following posters in the thought bubble are not real, they belong to very creative people who worked really hard to make them.



Why Screenwriting?
Screenwriting is something that I am 

passionate about and have a strong 

connection to as a career choice. I actually 

am going to UCLA to study screenwriting, 

so why not take the opportunity to learn it 

ahead of time. I aim to improve my 

creativity in both producing ideas, 

maintaining originality, and building up my 

public personality through my screenplays.



Process

Overall, I simply wanted to do a fast draw of screenwriting 

so that my Explorations film was quick in easy. Research 

was easy, the hard part was creating an outline for my 

research and editing it. I was inspired by Draw My Life 

videos to style my Explorations film to its current style.  

The reason for that is I needed to create a screenplay for 

my short film about screenwriting (funny isn’t it). I am 

happy to say I had a lot of fun with making this project.

Current Premiere Pro Layout Sample of my Explorations film

The Setup



If this interests you…
THEN GET OUT THERE AND MAKE 

SOMETHING AMAZING!
Screenwriting to me is more than just creating an elaborate story for either 

profit, fame, or even recognition. I view screenwriting as a passionate 

project that I continuously perfect, and yet it does not reach the potential of 

true perfection. 

“The Chinese say that ‘the longest journey begins with the first step’, and in 

many philosophical systems "endings and beginnings" are connected; as in 

the concept of yin and yang, two concentric circles joined together, forever 

united, forever opposed. If you can find a way to illustrate this in your 

screenplay, it is to your advantage.”

- Syd Field, Screenwriter



Any Questions?
Q&A Session Starts Now!



See you all next year!


